
Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mission: At Google, we build technology that helps people do more for the planetOperating our business in an environmentally sustainable way has always been a core value. We think there’s a lot to be proud of—but there’s also a lot more important work to do.We unify our practices, partnerships, and products around a single mission — to foster sustainability at scale. By organizing information about our planet and making it actionable through technology, we help people make a more positive impact together.Photo sourced from: 2019 ER, page 52
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Greening of IT & Greening by IT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mission: At Google, we build technology that helps people do more for the planetOperating our business in an environmentally sustainable way has always been a core value. We think there’s a lot to be proud of—but there’s also a lot more important work to do.We unify our practices, partnerships, and products around a single mission — to foster sustainability at scale. By organizing information about our planet and making it actionable through technology, we help people make a more positive impact together.Photo sourced from: 2019 ER, page 52
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Relatórios rec entes c onf irmaram que 
20 10  a 20 19 foi a déc ada mais  quente 
desde que a manutenç ão de registos 
c omeç ou há 140  anos.

As alterações climáticas estão a 
acontecer agora.

Sourc e: NO AA, NASA
20 20

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Opening - context settingTo set the scene and give a bit of context, climate change is happening now. Recent reports confirmed that 2010 to 2019 was the hottest decade since record keeping began 140 years ago.The analysis also revealed that 2019 was the second hottest year ever recorded and that ocean temperatures were the highest they’ve ever been. The scientists behind the report point to carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions as the sources of continued global warming. (source)But, all is not lost - Introducing some hope But all is not lost, and if we shouldn’t paralyze ourselves with despair, we can still change course.In a 2018 report by the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), it was stated that 12 years are left to turn the fight against climate change around.It’s clear that immediate action must be taken on a global scale if the impacts of climate change are to be mitigated and, ideally, reversed.According to WWF's Living Planet Report, continuing "business as usual" could cost $1 trillion by 2050. (source)

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2019/12/the-decade-we-finally-woke-up-to-climate-change/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A realidade é que a humanidade está a falhar coletivamente.
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A Tecnologia e Digitalização como agente de mudança

“Greening of IT” “Greening by IT”
Reduzir o impac to 

imediato das operaç ões 
de TI e suas emissões 

assoc iadas

Usar a inovaç ão de TI para 
reimaginar as  soluç ões e 

modelos de negóc ios para 
serem mais  sustentáveis

1 2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CxOs can be agents of change and drive transformation in their organisations:But CxOs can actually be agents of change and use sustainability to drive transformation in their organisationsFirstly, by adopting technology that has been built with sustainability in mind and that reduces the immediate impact of your IT operations and lowers your associated emissions Secondly, by using IT and using technology to reimagine your solutions and business models to be more sustainable. That is, using technology to transform sustainably and make various areas of business more sustainable. Google Cloud is uniquely placed to help with both of these



“Greening of IT”

Usar a inovaç ão de TI para reimaginar as soluç ões e 
modelos de negóc ios para serem mais sustentáveis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mission: At Google, we build technology that helps people do more for the planetOperating our business in an environmentally sustainable way has always been a core value. We think there’s a lot to be proud of—but there’s also a lot more important work to do.We unify our practices, partnerships, and products around a single mission — to foster sustainability at scale. By organizing information about our planet and making it actionable through technology, we help people make a more positive impact together.Photo sourced from: 2019 ER, page 52
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Evoluç ão da Sustentabilidade

O que é a neutralidade
carbónica?

O  c arbono que emitimos é 
compensado com compras de 

energia renovável e créditos de 
carbono

O que é a compensação com 
energias renováveis?

A eletric idade que usamos 
anualmente é compensada com 
compras de energia renovável

O que é ser livre de carbono? 

A c ada hora, em todos os 
loc ais , funcionamos com 

fontes de energia livre de 
carbono (CFE)

PRIMEIRA DÉC ADA

2007
SEG UNDA DÉC ADA

2017
TERC EIRA DÉC ADA

2030

DESAFIANTE MAIS DESAFIANTE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with defining terms that you hear all the time. Carbon NeutralRenewable Energy Carbon Free These terms are important because if you look at the market-place. Google has been Carbon Neutral (credits against the energy we use) since 2007. We have been buying renewable energy since 2017 and by 2030 we will run our DC portfolio on carbon free. This matters because what Azure and Amazon have announced - they will be buying as much renewable power as much as they will be consuming by 2025. So they will achieve what we have achieved already in 2017. Use analogy to describe these terms: Rob Cocks (Add) 



A Google foi a primeira grande empresa
a alcançar a neutralidade de carbono e 
100% de compensação com energia 
renovável

A transiç ão para energia livre de 
c arbono 24 horas por dia, 7 dias por 
semana, até 20 30 , será nosso maior 
desaf io até agora

A nossa terc eira déc ada de aç ão c limátic a

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In our third decade of climate action, we’ll steadily advance toward our carbon-free energy goal while maintaining our current operational carbon neutrality commitment.We’ll test and iterate new technologies and sustainable tools at Google, then offer them to our partners in businesses, communities, and governments.



Leading at Google
O perar c om energia livre de c arbono até 20 30

Neutralizadas todas as  nossas  emissões de c arbono legadas

Implementar  US$ 5,75B em títulos  de sustentabilidade

Habilitar 5 gigawatts  de nova energia livre de c arbono em regiões c have de 
indústria e f abric o até 20 30

Supporting partners
Ajudar mais  de 50 0  c idades a reduzir 1 gigatonelada de c arbono anualmente 
até 20 30

Remover o c arbono por meio de ref lorestamento e desenvolvimento de  
uma plataf orma global de restauro da natureza

Aumentar a utilizaç ão de inteligênc ia artif ic ial para aumento da ef ic iênc ia 
dos edif íc ios

Lanç ado o “C limate Impac t C hallenge” da  G oogle.org no valor de 10  
milhões de euros

Enabling everyone
O f erec er a 10 0 0  milhões de pessoas novas maneiras  de viver de f orma mais  
sustentável

A terc eira déc ada de 
aç ão c limátic a da 
G oogle, realizando um 
futuro livre de c arbono

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are going to do this by working on 3 pillars. First — for our operationsSecond — we want to scale the work that we have been doing with and for our partnersThird — and this is where I am most excited about — to help 1 billion people make more sustainable choices by 2022. 



Carbon - free energy

Temos c omo objetivo 
operar sem c arbono
24/7 até 20 30

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2007, the end of our first decade in business, we were the first major company to be carbon neutral in our operations. At the end of our second decade, we became the largest corporate purchaser of renewable energy in the world and the only company of our size to match 100% of our operations’ annual electricity consumption with renewable energy, which we’ve done for four years in a row since 2017. Now we’ve set a new moonshot goal for energy, a goal as ambitious as self-driving cars or quantum computing—we aim to be the first company to operate on carbon-free energy, twenty-four hours a day seven days a week by 2030.
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1
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31

Energia livre de C arbono na G oogle

Tentamos gerir os  nossos data centers com energia livre de carbono sempre que possível. 
Atualmente, ainda é necessário preencher as lacunas com energia baseada em carbono.

O nosso compromisso é geri-los inteiramente sem carbono a partir de  2030.

Até lá, toda a energia usada com base carbónica, será compensada a 100% com 

energia renovável - o que significa que estamos a garantir que as emissões do Scope 3 
para a Google Cloud serão zero

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What does that mean? Even though we buy as much renewable energy as electricity we use each year, we must contend with times and places when the wind does not blow or the sun does not shine. During those hours, our data centers often have to rely on fossil-based resources on the grid such as coal and gas power plants.�This is the real challenge: how can we develop grids where we only have clean energy every hour.We have committed to run all of our data centres entirely on carbon-free energy, every hour of every day, by 2030.Until then, the carbon-based energy we need to use will continue to be matched 100% with renewable energy purchased at different times or in different places. This ‘surplus’ renewable energy is, in fact, pushed into the grid for local businesses and consumers to use.A side effect of this 100% renewables matching is that for carbon reporting, your scope 3 emissions associated with Google Cloud will be zero.��Scope 3 emissions are the result of activities from assets not owned or controlled by the reporting organization, but that the organization indirectly impacts in its value chain. Scope 3 emissions include all sources not within an organization's scope 1 and 2 boundary.12/05/2022



O nosso compromisso para com a gestão da 
água

Reabastec eremos 120 % da água 
que c onsumimos, em média, nos 
nossos esc ritórios  e data centers
até 20 30 .

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Water CommitmentToday, fresh, clean water,  a precious shared resource critical to life on Earth, is at risk. As a planet, we’re using it faster than it can be replenished. That's why we believe it's our responsibility to make sure the communities in which we operate  and their watersheds are better off because we’re there. Climate change is exacerbating water scarcity challenges around the world as places suffer from diminished rainfall — from Brazil's semi-arid region to Sub-saharan Africa. At the same time, we’ve seen strong storms bring devastating floods to places like the eastern U.S., central China, and western Germany.In September 2021, we pledged to a water stewardship target to replenish more water than we consume by 2030 and support water security in communities where we operate. This means Google will replenish 120% of the water we consume, on average, across our offices and data centers. We’re focusing on three areas: enhancing our stewardship of water resources across Google office campuses and data centers, replenishing our water use and improving watershed health and ecosystems in water-stressed communities; sharing technology and tools that help everyone predict, prevent and recover from water stress. (Blog)Photo sourced from: https://www.google.com/about/datacenters/gallery/#!#%2Fall



Bay View - A Visão 2030
O primeiro campus construído pela Google, num 

conceito de auto sustentabilidade
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E os esforços estão a dar retorno

7x Poder c omputac ional entregue 
c om a mesma potênc ia elétric a

2x Mais ef ic iênc ia energétic a

1.10PU

E

Média de 12 meses (TTM) de PUE 
nos nossos datacenters

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our efforts are paying off: - sublinear growth!Computing power:Compared with five years ago, we now deliver around seven times as much computing power with the same amount of electrical power.Much of this improvement has come from new innovations with accelerators, such as our Tensor Processing Units (TPUs)—the highly efficient computer chips that we designed specifically for machine learning applications.Energy efficientOn average, a Google data center is twice as energy efficient as a typical enterprise data center.By directly controlling data center cooling, our AI-powered recommendation system is already delivering consistent energy savings of around 30 percent on average.PUE:And we can proudly say that we’ve achieve an average trailing twelve-month PUE score of 1.10 - which I will explain further now
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Estamos c omprometidos em alc anç ar “Zero 
W aste to Landf ill”  nas nossas operaç ões 
globais  de data centers , reduzindo a quantidade 
de resíduos que geramos e enc ontrando 
melhores opç ões de desc arte dos mesmos.

Zero lixo para aterros

Sourc e: G oogle Environmental Report, 
20 20

90 %
Taxa de desvio de 
lixo para aterro 
nas nossas 
operaç ões 
globais  de data 
c enter

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Zero waste to landfillWe’re committed to achieving Zero Waste to Landfill for our data center operations.Reducing the amount of waste we generate by doing things like refurbishing and remanufacturing hardware, and reducing the amount of waste we generate, and finding better disposal options—like recycling and reselling.Six of our operating data centers have achieved 100% landfill diversionIn 2018, we diverted 87% of waste from our global data center operations away from landfills.

https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/google_2019-environmental-report.pdf


Nova energia limpa

O  nosso objetivo é permitir 
5 G W  de nova energia livre 
de c arbono nas princ ipais  
regiões de indústria e 
fabric o até 20 30  por meio 
de investimentos

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our long-term vision is that all our suppliers, direct and indirect, and their communities have access to reliable, cost-effective carbon-free energy. That isn’t the case today. Even if suppliers have the desire to decarbonize, they may not have access to sources of carbon-free energy in their region. That’s why we have made a commitment to add 5 gigawatts (GW) of new clean energy and enable infrastructure across key supply chain manufacturing regions. We expect this to spur more than $5 billion in clean energy investments, avoid emissions equivalent to taking more than 1 million cars off the road each year, and create more than 8,000 clean energy jobs.



Mais  de 55 
projetos de 
energias  
renováveis  a nível 
global

40 0  MW

10 0  MW

Eólic a Solar

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Since 2010, we’ve signed more than 55 renewable energy agreements to purchase a total of nearly 6 GW of renewable power that is new to the grid. We have agreements in place to purchase energy from four continents. [Internal note: Last updated 6/11/21 - For more details, see the GDC Energy Strategy Narrative slide.]



Enabling everyone

O  nosso objetivo é ajudar >10 0 0  
milhões de pessoas a fazer 
esc olhas mais  sustentáveis  por via 
dos nossos princ ipais  produtos e 
plataformas até 20 22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Being helpful to our users is at the heart of everything we do.We are committed to help 1 billion people make more sustainable choices through our core products, like Search and Google Maps, by 2022, and we’ll continue to look for more ways for our products to enable sustainable choices for a carbon-free world.



Enc ontrar mais  
opç ões ec ológic as  
para se moverem c om 
o G oogle Maps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve taken steps to bring sustainability into our products - Google MapsGoogle Maps helps limit carbon emissions by giving people access to mass transit options, bike routes, and traffic information. Now, in addition to showing the fastest route, Google Maps will also display the one that's the most fuel-efficient, if it doesn’t happen to also be the fastest. With just a few taps, you can see the relative fuel savings and ETA difference between the two routes and choose the one that works best for you. From Amsterdam to Jakarta, cities around the world have established low emission zones — areas that restrict polluting vehicles like certain diesel cars or cars with specific emissions stickers —  to help keep the air clean. To support these efforts, we’re working on alerts to help drivers better understand when they’ll be navigating through one of these zones. Users can quickly know where their vehicle is allowed, or choose an alternative route or mode of transport. These alerts are live in six European cities, with more cities coming soon.Link to Keyword



Enc ontrar mais  redes de 
partilha de bic ic letas  e 
trotinetes em mais  de 30 0  
c idades ao redor do mundo c om 
o G oogle Maps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Often, the most sustainable choice often doesn't involve a car at all. That’s why we’re introducing lite navigation for cyclists on Maps, and making it simpler to find bikes and scooter shares in over 300 cities around the world.Bike and scooter sharing has been expanded to 63 partners in 300 cities. Google Maps helps users find nearby stations and even pinpoint how many vehicles are available in real time.Source: Blog



Ver as  opç ões de veíc ulos 
híbridos e elétric os na 
Pesquisa G oogle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We're also working to make sure the cars that remain on the road are eco-friendly. On Search, we're making it easier to see hybrid and electric vehicle options, compare them against gas-powered models, and find rebates so you know the true cost before you buy. When people search for car models and brands, we’ll tag hybrid and electric options to make them easier to find. And when people look into a specific EV, we’ll show compatible charging stations nearby and typical charge times. We’ll also surface available rebates, which helps people understand potential savings and the true cost of the EV. Finally, they’ll be able to compare gas and electric cars in new ways. We’ll show simplified energy costs and emission information, so they can get a more complete picture of the overall price and impact.Source: Blog



Ver as  emissões de c arbono 
assoc iadas para c ada voo e 
enc ontrar rapidamente 
opç ões de baixo c arbono no 
G oogle Flights

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re adding new features to help make decisions about travel — from what flights to book to where to stay. Launched globally, we’re bringing carbon emissions information to Google Flights. You’ll be able to see associated carbon emissions per seat for every flight, and quickly find lower-carbon options.When you search for hotels, you’ll see information on their sustainability efforts, from waste reduction and water conservation measures to whether they’re Green Key or EarthCheck certified.People can now search for hotels on Google and see how different properties address energy and water use, waste, and sustainable sourcing. And, if a hotel is eco-certified by certain independent organizations, it will have a prominent label. We’ve already partnered with a number of large global chains, but have also made it possible for any property to leverage these features.Source: Blog



Redução urbana de carbono

C om o nosso Environmental 
Insights Explorer, 
pretendemos ajudar mais  de 
50 0  c idades a reduzir um 
agregado de 1 gigatonelada 
de emissões de c arbono 
anualmente até 20 30

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are committed to helping over 500 cities to reduce 1 gigaton of carbon emissions annually by 2030.We built the Environmental Insights Explorer, which enables cities to understand their emissions and solar potential more clearly.



Environmental Insights Explorer

Ajudar as  c idades a atingir
progresso s ignif ic ativo para 
reduzir as  emissões de 
c arbono usando dados do 
G oogle Maps e G oogle Earth

Transportation emiss ions

669,0 0 0
Total tC O ₂e/yr

Roof top solar potential

669,0 0 0
Total tC O ₂e/yr

Building emiss ions

1,210 ,0 0 0
Total tC O ₂e/yr

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Technology - Environmental Insights ExplorerImpact begins with insights.The Environmental Insights Explorer analyzes Google Maps data to provide rich insights into the vital signs of our planet.These insights can be used to create carbon baselines and accelerate climate action plans.Photo sourced from: https://insights.sustainability.google/



Prevenção de cheias

Previsão e alerta, 
prec isa e em tempo 
real, de c heias  e 
enc hentes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AI for social good - Flood forecastingThis is made possible through AI and physics-based modeling, which incorporate data from historical flooding events, river levels, terrain and elevation data. We generate high-resolution elevation maps and run up to hundreds of thousands of simulations in each location.  In 2019, we expanded our flood-forecasting coverage area in India by 12 times, improved our tracking accuracy notification infrastructure, sent over 800,000 alerts to individuals in affected areas, and developed key partnerships with local governments, international organizations, the academic community, and operational experts. In 2020, we further expanded in India and brought our flood warnings and services to Bangladesh, which experiences more flooding than any other country in the world.Photo sourced from: https://www.blog.google/technology/ai/tracking-our-progress-on-flood-forecasting/



Google Earth Timelapse

Explorar quase 4  
déc adas de alteraç ões 
no nosso planeta

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Technology - Google Earth EngineGoogle Earth was launched in 2017 as a web and mobile application after nearly 10 years as a desktop application, and it’s used globally by millions to explore the planet.While Google Earth is for exploration, Google Earth Engine is focused on analysis and creating new knowledge. Earth Engine provides researchers with simple access to Google’s massive cloud and computational capabilities for large-scale geospatial analysis. It includes 25 petabytes’ worth of freely available geospatial data that provide valuable information to scientists, environmental organizations, and communities working to devise more informed solutions.Through Google Earth Timelapse, a global, zoomable video that lets us see how the world has changed over recent decades, we can watch as cities grow, forests disappear, glaciers recede, and lakes dry up.Photo sourced from: https://earthengine.google.com/timelapse/



Sustainability bonds

Em 20 20 , emitimos US$ 
5,75B em títulos  de 
sustentabilidade para 
f inanc iar projetos 
ambientalmente ou 
soc ialmente responsáveis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2020, we issued $5.75 billion in sustainability bonds, the largest sustainability or green bond issuance by any company in history, to fund ongoing and new environmentally or socially responsible projects.



Sustainability bonds

O s projetos elegíveis  para 
títulos  de 
sustentabilidade
enquadram- se em
oito c ategorias  de 
investimento

Eficiência 
energética

Economia circular

Energia limpa

Edíficios 
sustentáveis

Transporte limpo

Habitação acessível

Contributos para a 
equidade racial

Apoio a pequenas 
empresas e resposta à 
crise COVID -19

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Projects eligible for our sustainability bond program fall in eight areas, building on significant investments we’ve made over the years. Categories include: Energy efficiency, Clean energy, Green buildings, Clean transportation, Circular economy and design, Affordable housing, Commitment to racial equity, and Support for small businesses and COVID-19 crisis response.Each green and social eligible project category includes eligibility criteria and examples projects, the intended environmental and/or social benefit, and the associated Sustainable Development Goal (developed by the UN)



Data 
centers

Edíficios 
Sustentáveis

Equipamentos 
e Serviços 

sustentáveis

Tecnologia ao 
serviço do 
ambiente

Energia livre de 
carbono

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our sustainability prioritiesWe’re driving positive environmental impact throughout our value chain in five key ways:Designing energy-efficient data centers.Advancing carbon-free energy.Creating sustainable workplaces Building better devices and services Empowering users with technology that helps address global sustainability challenges. Photo sources: 2020 ER, https://www.gstatic.com/gumdrop/sustainability/google-2020-environmental-report.pdfData Centers: page 21Carbon-free energy: page 30Sustainable workplaces: page 44Devices & services: page 54Technology: page 64



“Greening by IT”

Reduzir o impac to imediato das operaç ões de TI e suas 
emissões assoc iadas

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mission: At Google, we build technology that helps people do more for the planetOperating our business in an environmentally sustainable way has always been a core value. We think there’s a lot to be proud of—but there’s also a lot more important work to do.We unify our practices, partnerships, and products around a single mission — to foster sustainability at scale. By organizing information about our planet and making it actionable through technology, we help people make a more positive impact together.Photo sourced from: 2019 ER, page 52



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The good news is that, in each of these sectors, there are already promising examples of digital technologies that are reducing emissions. For example, the transport sector has effective technologies for charging, energy management, ride sharing, mobility services, among other areas. Google Cloud has also worked on logistics optimization, fleet routing, and EV optimization, which have a proven record of saving energy and cutting carbon use.In building management, we can apply better energy controls, thermostats, air quality monitoring and smart parking. To that end, Google’s Mesa product helps commercial buildings reduce carbon emissions, and recently added leak detection and air quality monitoring to its capabilities.In energy, cloud technology can help with grid management, smart meters, asset planning tools, solar propensity modeling, and methane tracking. There’s also wind farm productivity optimization, for which Google Cloud recently teamed up with European utility ENGIE, using AI to optimize the value of ENGIE’s wind portfolio. 



Migrações com impacto11 organizações 
que usam a tecnologia para impulsionar
aç ão c limátic a rec eberam
até €  2 milhões em f inanc iamento e 
apoio pós- subvenç ão adic ional
da G oogle.org

Adquiriram igualmente estatuto de 
assoc iadas da G oogle.org e do 
G oogle f or Startups

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A few examples of grantees include:Climate Farmers (Germany): tackling climate change through regenerative agriculture.Normative (Sweden): helping companies reduce their carbon footprint through financial reporting.

https://impactchallenge.withgoogle.com/climate2020/podcast
https://impactchallenge.withgoogle.com/climate2020


Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Address ESG risk, and assist customers in achieving ESG targets and/or support typical ESG goal frameworks, such as the United Nations’ SDGsDemonstrate repeatabilityMeet minimum Google Cloud application development best practices, including security, performance, scalability, availability, and carbon footprint reporting for available servicesHave Google Cloud Carbon Footprint Reporting enabledHave at least one public customer case study available. CARTO is the world’s leading Location Intelligence platform, enabling organizations to use spatial data and analysis for more efficient delivery routes, better behavioral marketing, strategic store placements, and much more. The company’s solutions extend the geospatial capabilities available in BigQuery, while leveraging the near limitless scalability that Google Cloud provides. When it comes to sustainability, CARTO’s platform is trusted by a wide range of organizations, including Greenpeace, Vizzuality, Litterati, Indigo, WWF, the Marine Conservation Institute, The World Bank, and the Institute for Sustainable Cities.Climate Engine leverages data from Google Earth Engine and other ecosystem partners to help organizations improve their climate change-related risk planning in areas such as water use, agriculture, storm risk, and wildfire spread. By linking the economy and the environment, organizations can understand how environmental risks are affecting their markets and discover opportunities to reduce their emissions and potential supply chain or operational disruptions from climate-related events. Geotab is advancing security, connecting commercial vehicles to the cloud, and providing data-driven analytics to help customers better manage their fleets. Processing billions of data points daily, Geotab helps businesses improve and optimize fleet productivity, enhance safety, and achieve sustainability goals and stronger compliance.
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A mudanç a da bibliotec a de fotos 
da National G eographic  para a 
Cloud reduziu as suas emissões 
em 16.992 kg de C O 2e por ano.

Migrações com impacto

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An example of a company who benefited from moving to Google Cloud infrastructure is Nat GeoNational Geographic's image library houses all of the iconic images from NatGeo's history, including the images from their many explorers and photographers throughout the world.NatGeo stored these images in their Washington DC data center, and ran an application to enable those photographers and explorers to license their work to users and agencies. NatGeo recently moved that application and the 20 terabytes of images to Google Cloud. As part of the migration process, we worked with a researcher to analyze the energy and emissions profile of the infrastructure that housed the library in their DC data center, and then compared that emissions impact to Google Cloud - which is net carbon neutral. These are the results. The move of National Geographic’s photo library to GCP reduces emissions by 16,992 kg Co2e per year. 
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Analisar grandes c onjuntos de 
dados para ajudar a prever a 
proc ura e reduzir o desperdíc io de 
stock alimentar.

Retalho 
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G erir c uidadosamente os dados da 
sua f rota em tempo real para 
c ontribuir c om a desc arbonizaç ão 
do setor de transporte

Transporte

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Customer example: Acciona https://cloud.google.com/customers/acciona-mobility/ Using Cloud SQL, Acciona automates the storage capacity management of the database as the number of scooters and active users grow.BigQuery and Cloud SQL-managed services help us handle that data very carefully and with precision so that our users don’t experience any lags when searching for scooters or returning them“Google Cloud enables us to keep our services always available and to scale quickly to respond to its growing demand. Our ratings have been very positive as a result. More importantly, our vision of transportation as a cleaner, more sustainable commodity is really spreading and resonating with the public,”
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Ac eder a insights que ajudam os 
agric ultores a aumentar o rendimento 
das c olheitas , evitar pragas e c ultivar 
c om mais  ef ic iênc ia

Agricultura

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Customer example: Gamaya https://cloud.google.com/customers/gamayaThe company captures light waves that are invisible to human sight, by deploying hyperspectral imaging. This enables Gamaya to paint a hyper-realistic canvas of farmland in the full range of wavelengths, from ultraviolet to infrared, beyond the tiny palette that is available to our vision.The insight behind it all? Healthy plants reflect light in different ways than diseased plants. So, by capturing every last nuance of light in fields from Brazil to India, Gamaya can create granular crop diagnostic heat maps that show farmers how to boost yield, avoid blights, and deploy only the water and nutrients needed for a bountiful harvest. But the method calls for crunching staggering amounts of imaging data.Google cloud results:Enables Gamaya to invest more deeply in its groundbreaking imaging solution, by reducing cloud infrastructure costs by 70%Lightweight design and fast Google Cloud tooling reduces development time by 50%, with 10x faster VM deploymentExtensive Google Cloud GPU profile library enables 30%+ cost reduction for creating stitched orthoimage from drone images
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Analític a para oferec er dados de 
c onsumo de energia em tempo real 
aos gestores de energia, ajudando-
os a tomar dec isões que reduzem 
c ustos e pegada de C O 2

Energia
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https://cloud.google.com/customers/e-on
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“W e’re optimistic  that by harnessing new 
tec hnologies, investing in the right inf rastruc ture 
and tools , and empowering partners , nonprof its  
and people, this  c an be the most dec is ive dec ade 
for c limate ac tion yet.”  

Sundar Pichai, C EO  of  G oogle and Alphabet

Sourc e: G oogle C loud Blog, Sep 20 20
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This quote from our CEO Sundar, again echoes this message of hope“We’re optimistic that by harnessing new technologies, investing in the right infrastructure and tools, and empowering partners, nonprofits and people, this can be the most decisive decade for climate action yet.” 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2019/12/the-decade-we-finally-woke-up-to-climate-change/
https://blog.google/outreach-initiatives/sustainability/our-third-decade-climate-action-realizing-carbon-free-future


Obrigado.

sustainability.google
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Photo sourced from: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1S7RVMilzmy0dM79EhRH3EVTp3IAy6dWa
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